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A.B. WALKER

CHOOSING A COFFIN

Some coffins we offer are manufactured using natural
plant fibres. Our range of  wicker, banana leaf  and
water hyacinth allows for a choice of  shapes, colours
and price.

Our extensive range of  solid and veneer coffins come
in a variety of  different timbers. We also provide
coffins made from different materials and painted
finishes that are available to your specification. 

An engraved name plate of  the loved one is usually
attached to the lid of  the coffin. We are happy to
discuss with you the selection of  religious symbols
such as a cross or crucifix, or non-religious symbols
such as a rose, or symbols used in the funeral of
persons of  non-Christian faiths.

You will be given plenty of  time to make your choice.
If  you do require something different, or a coffin that
is not shown in this brochure, please ask and we can
arrange this for you.

With so many options, choosing a coffin can be
difficult. Our team will give you sympathetic support
when selecting a coffin and explain the details,
construction and finishing options available to you.

Coffins and caskets are generally suitable for either
burial or cremation and vary from the elaborate to the
simple, with many choices in between to cater for your
funeral requirements. The decision about which coffin
to choose should be governed by your judgement and
family wishes. For many people, the coffin or casket is
considered as a tribute and is therefore carefully
selected.

We offer a coffin range supplied primarily by another
British family business, Bradnam Joinery, who are
based in Suffolk. Our coffin range is sourced from
renewable and sustainable sources and we deliberately
avoid the use of  wood preparations and finishes that
are harmful to the environment. 
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VENEER

OXFORD OAK

DURHAM MAHOGANY

OXFORD OAK VENEER COFFIN
WITH WOODEN FITTINGS
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VENEER & EMBELLISHED

CANTERBURY ELM

EXETER OAK

SALISBURY MAHOGANY
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SOLID WOOD

WESTMINSTER SOLID OAK

HEREFORD SOLID MAHOGANY
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WHITE

JOURNEY

SUMMER DAYS

CARDBOARD

ROPE HANDLES
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

More options and a full
bespoke service are available.

WHITE COFFIN

BUTTERFLY
SONG

BLUEBELL
WOOD
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

FOOTBALL
STADIUM

ST GEORGE
OTHER FLAGS

AVAILABLE

DAISY CHAIN
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

TENNIS

FAST CAR

MELODY
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WILLOW 

100% natural and easily biodegradable.
Harvested and woven on the Somerset
levels. Two natural shades, round,
square or coffin shape. Optional
coloured bands, natural dye colour or
rainbow. Optional woven cross to lid.

OPTIONAL CROSSCOLOURED BAND OPTIONS

BUFF COLOUR

WEATHERBEATEN GOLD COLOUR
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100% natural and easily biodegradable. 
Hand woven ropes around a timber frame. 
Banana leaf  is paler than water hyacinth. 

All come complete with nameplate and the
option of  three shapes and two colours.

WATER HYACINTH 
TRADITIONAL
SHAPE

BANANA LEAF & WATER HYACINTH

BANANA LEAF 
SQUARE END

BANANA LEAF 
TRADITIONAL
SHAPE

WATER HYACINTH 
ROUND END
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HINGED CASKETS

Further specialist options can be obtained by request. Prices on application.

ASTON SOLID OAK RAISED LID

LONGDON OAK
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PLATINUM ROYAL STYLE SPLIT LID

HINGED CASKETS

MANHATTAN STYLE SPLIT LID
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FURNITURE & FITTINGS

HINDU OM SIKH KHANDA MASONIC SYMBOL

CATHOLIC FITTINGS T-END

BRASS HANDLES
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WICKER URNS

BRONZE EFFECT URN

CREMATED REMAINS

POLYTAINERS
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WOODEN CASKETS & SCATTER TUBES

THAMES

OCEAN
SUNSET

ROSES

DOVE IN 
FLIGHT

AUTUMN

SOLID OAK 

MAHOGANY 

(double size also available) (more designs available)
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(more designs available)

HEART SHAPE
IN RED

SQUARE 
IN GREEN

TULIPS

BLUEBELL

LAKE

SCATTER PODS & LEAF URNS

TALL RECTANGLE 
IN NATURAL COLOUR

SUNSET

OVAL 
IN SLATE BLUE
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGN CASKETS

Bespoke designs available

BLUEBELL BLANKET

POLICE BOX

FOOTBALL 
STADIUM

REMEMBER
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGN CASKETS & WOODEN HEARTS

FORMULA

FOR ROY 
ASHES

DAISY
CHAIN

PINK

WOODEN TRIBUTES
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ALFRED BLYTH WALKER

We are proud that both our heritage 
and innovations honour the founding
principles passed down by Alfred Blyth
Walker: to maintain the highest possible
standards of  service and attention to
detail in everything we do.

This brochure and its content is copyright of  A.B.Walker & Son 2016. All rights reserved.

Any redistribution or reproduction of  part or all of  the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following:
• you may print or download to a local hard disk extracts for your personal and non-commercial use only

• you may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if  you acknowledge the brochure as the source of  the material
• you may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content. Nor may you transmit it or store it via a website or other form of  electronic retrieval system.




